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Anatomy Of An
Acquisition

EEP in thought, G.S. Reddy
stared out of his open window.
He recalled the events of the
day before. Yesterday's board
meeting had, in one flourish,
wiped out 30 years of his hard
work at building an enterprise.

For all that time, Reddy had single-mind-
edly devoted all his efforts to making
Kitchen Fresh (KFL)a successful and reli-
able business. Yet his strategy to
strengthen the company through a foreign
collaboration two years ago had now come
apart. What was he to attribute the turn of
events to?

Originally just a bakery business, in the
1980s Reddy had decided to diversify in order
to build a varied product base in processed
foods. The first opportunity came in the late
1980s when the company struck a deal with Or-
-chard India, which was hiving off its jams and
squashes business as part of a restructuring exercise.

For KFL, this seemed like a perfect opportunity: it
could enter two lucrative segments of the fast-growing
processed foods market. Plus, they would complement his
bakery product line. Called Sipper, the products already had a
modest turnover of Rs 25 crare or so, but later went on to gain
newer markets in the north. In the early 1990s, sighting an open-
ing in the ice-cream industry, Reddy and his managing director,
Philip Eapen, bought over Dairy Cream, an ice-cream unit in
Haryana. It had a small presence in the northern market. This

Reddy's sell-out to US Foods stipulated
that Kitchen Fresh would be an
Independent subsidiary - but it
was carved up Instead

This case study was first published in BW,
22 March 1995.
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acquisition was a prelude to entering the
frozen foods market.

Tying up with a local milk co-operative,
Reddy invested large amounts of money in
improving the quality of the livestock and its
produce. With support from Eapen and the
newly-appointed marketing manager, Vilas
Goel, the ice-cream division slowly gained
stature. By 1992, the ice-cream, which was
sold in the northern and western market un-
der the brand name Top Ice, had become a
name to reckon with.

That was when Eapen developed fears
that with the country proposing to throw
open its doors to foreign brands, the rela-
tively small size of KFL'sbrands and market

would render it vulnerable to a takeover.
To add to his anxiety, the company's

shareholder mix was undergoing
a small change. The number of

corporate shareholders was growing, even if it
represented a small percentage. The stock-

market boom was one reason offered by
corporate analysts, who explained that

arbitrageurs were looking for a short
ride on the stock. After all, KFL was
high on profitability, even if it was
small on volumes. Eapen feared
that with a number of businesses
seeking the takeover route to
growth, corporate raiding could
not be ruled out.

Reddy was committed to his
shareholders, and he had a ca-
pable team of managers and
supervisors, who had stayed
loyal to KFLin the face of more
alluring offers from multina-
tional companies (MNCs).
Cautioned Eapen: "If a group
of raiders offers a price above
our projections of stock value,
we will have to accept it in the
interest of our shareholders.
Rather than witness an auction
of our assets and an erosion of

faith in our efficient management
team, it is wise that we take a look at

where we want to be."
What Eapen was suggesting was

that a partnership with a larger business
group might benefit the company. One

immediate possible partner was Gello Food
Products, which had recently bought KFL

shares. But Reddy said that if KFL did need a
partner, it should be a foreign company; it could re-

ally work out a long- term plan. "Besides, if we fear
decimation by foreign brands, an Indian partner like

Gello is hardly the solution. A strong foreign partner is what
we need, to face the onslaught of foreign brands," he said.

Having reached this conclusion, Reddy and Eapen re-exam-
ined the entire KFLbusiness. The bakery division was not exactly

churning out great profits, and Reddy himself
did not think it was viable to nurture it fur-
ther. Besides, there were two large MNCs al-
ready present in the biscuit business in the
country, and there were a vast number of
brands from the small sector cluttering up
the market as well. Investment in the biscuit
division was draining funds that could be
used better in the more viable processed
foods division and now the ice-cream divi-
sion. As Eapen put it: "When international
competition comes in, this will be the first
business to be hit."

Meanwhile, the processed foods division,
which manufactured the Sipper brand of
jams and squashes, was doing well with a
marketshare of 8%. As for the ice-cream divi-
sion, it could extend its synergies to frozen
vegetables. Reddy decided to focus on these
two businesses. So, when a large business

house offered a good price, Reddy sold the bakery business. He
used the money to buy another small ice-cream unit in southern
India, a market he wanted to break into.

BUT the media was rife with rumours of established US and
European brands coming into India. With the threat of
foreign brands looming large, and bigger names in ice-
creams and jams either tying up with foreign companies
or selling out, Reddy realised that survival meant identify-

ing a sound global partner for KFL.
It was about this time that a leading European processed foods

company, Goodearth International, manufacturers of the famous
Amigo brand of ice-cream, made news when its Indian subsidiary
set up a sophisticated plant in Maharashtra to produce the Amigo
brand of ice-cream. Close on the heels of this news were reports
that Goodearth was wooing established Indian ice-cream manu-
facturers to take them over.

The news worried Reddy, Such aggressive takeovers usually
came with predetermined agendas and the clout of a giant could
not be underestimated. In any case, it was not his desire to be ab-
sorbed and then decimated. And so he said to Eapen: "It has be-
gun to happen, Soon they will be knocking on our doors. I am all
for a tie-up, but not for liquidation."

He, therefore, felt that before someone came to KFL,the com-
pany should do its homework, It should identify the kind of part-
ner it wanted, the business interests it sought and the nature of
the partnership that would recognise and retain its value as an ef-
fectively functioning organisation.

Eapens strategy was that KFLwould not tie up with a company
with established brands in product areas common to both. How-
ever, the partner should be in the foods business in related areas,
so that KFL'sbusiness would add value,

Over the next six months, from among the various proposals
received by the processed foods industry, Eapen identified three
transnationals with a commitment to developing the processed
foods sector in India. One prospect that caught his fancy was US
Foods, a large American group with interests in bread spreads,
breakfast cereals, soups, jams and sauces, under the brand name
Uncle Sam.

US Foods also had a milk products division which manufac-
tured milk powder and cheese under the brand name Country
Cow. Eapen could see synergies for KFLand US Foods in the ice-
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cream business. If KFL could offer an equity participation, US
Foods could bring in the required marketing and technical skills
in ice-cream manufacture.

The MNC was looking for a serious entry into India in the
processed foods business. Eapen and Reddy met the conglomer-
ate's executives through their bankers in California, and after a se-
ries of business and social encounters, US Foods vice-president
(business development) Jim Regnor finally made an offer.

But there was a catch. While Reddy only wanted a tie-up in
ice-cream, US Foods felt that a mere equity participation
was not attractive enough. Besides, the US company felt that
since both organisations were in related fields, to be seen as
competitors in sauces and jams and collaborators in ice-cream
wouldn't work.

Regnor felt that since the Uncle Sam range would target the
upper end of the market, and was more likely to establish a better
market presence, the only way KFL could ensure sustenance of
the Sipper brands was by coming under the US Foods umbrella.
Sipper could continue in the medium-priced segment. So Regnor
offered to take over the entire company, but agreed to retain KFL
as a distinct Indian subsidiary, with the independence to nurture
its own brands.

The offer set Eapen thinking. While he wondered about KFI;s
resultant identity, Regnor had stated that his company's interest
lay in the strategic entry that the takeover would provide. With
KFL already in the jams and squashes business, he felt both
brands could continue, and together garner more marketshare.
"It is not our intention to disturb the business ofKFL.We see India
as a great investment opportunity and the market potential is
large enough for a number of brands. Frozen desserts would be an
interesting market for us to extend our presence to and we could
set up adequate cold storage facilities to enter other segments of
this market," said Regnor.

THERE were also various other issues such as the role of the
Indian subsidiary, the powers and responsibilities it would
have, and the continued seniority of the existing senior
managers. But Regnor was positive on all counts. As for
Reddy, his opinion was clear enough: he wanted to protect

his brands by enhancing the technical and marketing skills. And
this alliance, it seemed, would deliver both.

Eapen, however, was not convinced that the deal was a good
one. He felt that a strategic alliance was better; it would help KFL
retain its identity. But Reddy, who had earlier categorically said
that he did not approve of liquidation, was now in favour of the
takeover route. He believed in US Foods' assurance of continuity.

As Reddy explained to Eapen, they had to consider KFI;s size
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and relative weakness in the face of the mega corporations. It
could negotiate for an alliance, but it would not be a partnership
of equals. "It will eventually end up in an unsavoury acquisition.
Today, we have a better chance of negotiating a price that will
maximise the returns to shareholders. An alliance will give them
more time to evaluate the synergies and get a better bargaining
position, and when a sale becomes imperative, the price they will
offer will not benefit our shareholders," he said.

Over the next two months, Regnor and his team visited KFI;s
plants, studied the markets very closely, the farming techniques,
the vegetable and fruit processing systems, and the deep-freez-
ing and storage techniques. For ice-cream, Regnor commis-
sioned a study on household dessert habits and dealer interest
in the product.

By this time Goodearth had commenced commercial produc-
tion. It soon acquired the ice-cream division of another MNC in
India, in a bid to establish a large distribution network. And the
company was still rumoured to be talking to other ice-cream
manufacturers.

With Goodearth moving apace, Regnor expressed anxiety over
the delay in finalising the KFLdeal. Worried about Goodearth's
monopolistic moves and the fact that US Foods might withdraw
its offer, Reddy and Eapen sold out to US Foods.

The most anxiety over the deal was felt by the technical team
at KFL: it thought it would get marginalised by the American
team. But Regnor was quick to recognise the undercurrents and
presented an organisational structure that clearly demarcated
KFI;s operations, entirely retaining its existing structure and
brand independence.

But Eapen, too, was concerned, though it was about the cul-
tural diversities between the aggressive American style and KFI;s
more cautious manner of functioning. As he told a friend: "For
Reddy it was hitting the big time, the culmination of 30 years of
hard work. I'd rather have waited. But there was this opportunity,
with most of the ingredients we sought, though it was different
from what we had sought in the beginning. Still, I was not con-
vinced that we were doing the right thing."

The general American bonhomie was a great help in
smoothening out whatever doubts there were. KFLwas declared
the Indian subsidiary and US Foods also announced a proposal to
set up additional plants to launch its American brands in sauces
and purees. Regnor's team reiterated its intention to run KFLas a
distinct, autonomous subsidiary with its own management,
though only the ice-cream business would have an expatriate lo-
gistics team to improve the operations and widen the distribution
network. US Foods president CarlWhietas said in a media release:
"While the company is taking over medium-sized products in the

Indian market, I would like to rationalise the brand um-
brella, so that Uncle Sam's equity is strengthened in

India." As for the ice-cream business, he said that
it would grow as the market dictated.

Four months later, US Foods bought out
Farm Fresh Produce, a Florida-based com-
pany. The MNC said this was in line with its
intention to diversify into frozen vegetables
and fruits. It asked the Sipper team to ex-
plore the possibilities of contract farming in
the north for some specified vegetables.&/. Eapen spearheaded the operations using his

existing farm networks. Over the next six
months, the company tied up with 5,000 farmers

~ for captive purchase of various fruits and vegeta-
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bles. The farmers who were earlier allied to KFLalso
joined in.

The next three months were full of chal-
lenges, but they were invigorating as well.
Reddy was charged up by the competitive
advantages that would accrue to his com-
pany. A new organisation plan was drawn
up in US Foods' California headquarters.
This plan structured the company along
business lines: processed foods, frozen foods
and the Indian operation as a separate entity
under the processed foods division.

But there was some confusion on where India
stood and who KFLwas dealing with. Although it
seemed that KFL came under Regnor directly, Reddy
was also reporting to the divisional head in California. The corpo-
rate divisional team demanded information and justification, de-
ferred new flavour launches and insisted on clearances from
headquarters.

At that time, Regnor was also exploring the Indian market for
more takeovers in the processed foods area, which added to
Eapen's original fears. If there were more takeovers, what would
the resultant structure of the Indian market be? Would that alter
Kl'Ls status? Or would a new team be formed? One sought -after
company was Flora Products, a small Indian subsidiary of a
British corn and gelatine products MNC. Its acquisition could
strengthen US Foods' entry into the custards and jellies segments.
Also on the anvil was the takeover of a fruit co-operative in Nag-
pur, which manufactured the Kind brand of jams and squashes.
The co-operative was larger than KFL;and even worse than that, it
was a direct competitor.

An anxious Eapen agreed that most decisions would be made
in California, but felt that surely the planning of the Indian opera-
tions could be in consultation with KFL,Reddy agreed, but he was
not prepared to voice his concern. Wheitas had said that he was
against growing and nurturing too many brands: how were these
takeovers going to fit into this game plan?

Even more worrying was the fact that the revamping of the ice-
cream plants seemed to be getting delayed. Reddy had brought
up the issue on more than one occasion with Regner, but he had
said: "Let the technology and logistics be the focus for some time.
Weare concentrating on integrating the business of Farm Fresh's
with ours."

The rising dissent in KFLover its loss of stature was calmed by
the invitation to participate in organisational issues. Regnor
wanted the KFLteam to actively identify the locations of the pro-
posedcold storage facilities.

That was when the first shock came. In September 1993, US
Foods announced the setting up of a distinct company, US Foods
India, and the merging of Flora and King with it. "What would the
status of KFL, the other Indian subsidiary, be?" wondered a per-
turbed Reddy.What else was on the cards?

In March 1994,Wheitas called a meeting in Delhi. There were
reports that his intention was to restructure US Foods' Indian op-
erations, but Reddy and his team had no idea what was really on
the anvil. At the meeting, US Foods announced the dismantling of
the Indian subsidiary and merging its business with US Foods.

If that shocked Reddy, worse was to follow. Regnor had re-
ceived an offer from Goodearth for the ice-cream business. "We
spent an entire year studying the ice-cream market, hoping to
find a justification for investing further in the business," ex-
plained Regnor. "But our long-term planning committee con-
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eluded that it would be an exercise in futility to nourish the busi-
ness when the market has already been taken over by Goodearth's
Amigo," he added.

The one sop he offered was that US Foods was not selling the
distribution network, because this was required for the frozen
foods business. Much to Reddy's chagrin, Sipper was merged with
Uncle Sam. "How can they do this to us?" asked a shattered Reddy.
"The least US Foods could have done was sounded us. And what
about the earlier promise to retain Sipper? Top Ice and Sipper may
not be big game for the large conglomerate that US Foods is, but
they meant a lot to us at KFL,"he said.

Eapen was equally desolate. "It was wrong from the word go,"
he lamented. "Was our choice of partner wrong or was our choice
of strategy wrong?" he asked in despair. The only consolation both
Reddy and Eapen had was that they had given the shareholders a
decent premium on their capital.

BUT Eapen was extremely disappointed with the unneces-
sary secrecy of the US Foods management. "They obvi-
ously had a hidden agenda in the takeover, or we were too
naive and eager. In any case, the fact is they precipitated
events. It wasn't as if we were on the verge of liquidation.

Our brands were clearly in the value-delivery stage. Perhaps an
Indian partner would have helped us realise the full potential of
our brand equity."

The spin-off was immediate. The technical and some of the
marketing people were absorbed by US Foods, but all the ice-
cream division staff members were handed over to Goodearth.
The ice-cream division marketing manager Vilas Goel was very
hurt by the turn of events, and felt that Reddy had prior knowl-
edge. Goodearth's offer to Goel as area sales manager (south) only
added insult to injury.

As for Reddy, he was appointed country head of the Indian op-
erations. He refused, as did Eapen, who was made marketing con-
troller of the Indian arm. "I had lost faith in US Foods' manage-
ment. It did protect the careers of some of the key managers and
paid off many of the others handsomely. But I could not have put
my heart and soul into the organisation as I did at KFL.What held
me at KFL was Reddy's honesty and transparency, which US
Foods clearly lacked," was Eapen's explanation. Reddy wondered
what had happened to the pre-merger commitment. "They
clearly had a hidden agenda which surfaced once they gained a
foothold in India," he said.

Was KFLoverwhelmed by the alluring scenario painted by US
Foods? Did Reddy and Eapen overreact to the possibility of a
threat by foreign brands? Or did Reddy and Eapen not protect
their business interests adequately? •
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ANALYSIS I: AlUL lANDAN AND RANJEET SALVI

Selling Out Isn't The Option
Atul Tandan is the director of Mudra Institute of Communications, Ahmedabad.
Ranjeet Salvi is executive director of the Indian Society of Advertisers.

SOMEof the reasons for G.S. Reddy's
failure at the negotiating table were
present even before the decision to
sell Kitchen Fresh (KFL) or search
for a partner was taken. The absence

of structured business growth in the com-
pany was a major contributor to the rather
hasty decision to sell out without under-
standing the long-term ramifications of
this move.

The processed foods business is an in-
dustry, and a company cannot have an in-
terest in all the segments of that industry.
That is the point where I think that Reddy
and his team got confused and made the
wrong moves. For instance, what are the
core competencies of Reddy's business?
Biscuits, jams, squashes and ice-creams
are unrelated businesses, with different
purchasing patterns, habits, and frequency
of use. In the case of KFL, there does not
seem to have been any attempt to consoli-
date the business, to become large, or to
grab a leadership position in anyone of
these diverse segments.

Then came Reddy's misplaced concern
with what the large multinational corpora-
tions (MNCs) would do. He overreacted,
and while short-term gains overshadowed
long-term interests, he succumbed to a
sell-out.

Reddy thus obliterated the fine line be-
tween strategy and implementation tac-
tics. And all this happened despite an ini-
tial intent to run the business as a going
concern.

How different are the business per-
spectives of US Foods and KJ;.L?Regnor
had told Reddy that US Foods was not in-
terested in any kind of equity participa-
tion. Therefore, US Foods clearly wanted
to take charge. That was when Reddy

should have told the conglomerate to look
elsewhere. Instead of panicking, he
needed to evaluate the possibility of mar-
ket segmentation.

Regnor's suggestion that KFL'sbrands
should operate in the medium-priced seg-
ment could have been implemented by
Reddy even before this sale. Asian Paints is
a fine example of a company that success-
fully fought an MNC in the paint industry,
through targeting the semi-urban and ru-
ral markets of India; it did not enter urban
markets rightaway.

Incoming MNCs are never going to be
serious about small towns like the 'Gorakh-
purs' and the 'Meeruts' immediately. Simi-
larly, Unilever discovered the low- and
medium-priced segments only when it
was faced by the threat from Nirma in the
washing powders segment. These seg-
ments were born out of a necessity for sur-
vival. Reddy could have resorted to market
segmentation as well.

And when a large corporation absorbs a
company, it's only natural that it will behave
in the interest of the business rather than
that of any individual. Its focus is dominance
and core competencies. It is, therefore, not
surprising that US Foods threw away KFL's
ice-cream business when it found a lack of
adequate business opportunity. Reddy's
emotional attachment to his businesses had
let him to nurture them without questioning
their long-term viability.

Frankly, the sell-out repositioned Reddy
from being an owner to a partner-employee.
But despite that he sought equal rights in
the decision-making process. US Foods' of-
fer to him to head the country operations
would have given him an opportunity to
maintain his stature in Indian industry.
Herein lies the difference between an entre-

Low-RiskBusinesses
• Larger Businesses: have the ability to stave off competition
• Dominant Marketshare Businesses: their better profitabilities are barriers to

new entrants
• Long-standing Brands: hardened consumer franchises help to withstand a new entrant
• Businesses Based On 'Indian' TechnologyAnd Raw Material: have a headstart on

technology and sourcing
• Focussed Businesses: they have the resilienceand stayingpower to retain their business

position
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preneur and a professional. The former
seeks personal identity in the size of his
holding, assets and control.

Businesses must distinguish equity
ownership from market ownership. Growth,
diversification and size are largely driven by
market ownership, and not by ownership of
equity. In situations such as this, it is also
better to seek professional help in order to
negotiate, structure one's own part of the
deal, and understand the other party's busi-
ness thrust.

Next, Reddy does not seem to have
gone into the details of structure and re-
porting relationships. A large corporation
is structured geographically, divisionally,
functionally - everybody at US Foods was
comfortable with the multiplicity of com-
munication and reporting relationships.
Reddy, however, was used to being the
only point of reference at KFL. He should
have realised that US Foods is not a family
business.

By divisionalising, US Foods was essen-
tially using a professional approach to the
emerging international competition. This,
however, did not imply an intention to sub-
jugate the Indian subsidiary. And this aspect
does not seem to have been clearly under-
stood by Reddy. To him a division is a
smaller entity than a company. Reddy's own
experience with KFLhas not helped him un-
derstand the structural management needs
of a larger conglomerate and this could have
hindered his understanding of the strategy
ofUSFoods.

Therefore, what should the real interest
of an Indian entrepreneur-shareholder be?
Remaining in a business which has a risk-
associated future, or encashing its interest?
Can a joint venture relationship between
two partners with distinctly different long-
term objectives exist in perpetuity?

There are few examples in the world of
partnerships of this kind being sustained
for more than a period of five to 10years. It
is very rare that both partners bring to the
negotiating table truly unique aptitudes or
technologies.

Moreover, few businessmen are willing
to share profits for long periods. For, as the
business grows, the inadequacy which re-
quired the businessman to take a partner
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in the first place vanishes. This is the intrin-
sic nature of businesses whose prime ob-
jective is a focus on profits.

Alternatively, can large and small busi-
ness entities co-exist perpetually as com-
petitors? It is unlikely. For one, the larger
company will seek to benefit by grabbing
the smaller entity's share. But segmenta-
tion and niche positioning will delay the
confrontation until the sub-segment be-
comes large enough to attract the interest

of the mega corporation. Moreover a "low-
quality at a low price" proposition is not
endurable as customers are known to up-
grade their standards.

Reddy should not have sold his busi-
ness: selling out wasn't the only solution
available to him. Even if a shakeout was in
the offing, it would be unreasonable to as-
sume that Reddy's business would not
have a role to play in the Indian processed
foods market. Perhaps Reddy could have

explored a networking role - KFL could
have provided a distribution system, one
thing that US Foods would have found dif-
ficult to immediately establish.

Small businesses can survive either as
suppliers to mega corporations, or remain
in business segments too small to be of in-
terest to the major players. Finally, they
can stay in areas where the critical inputs
required are not suitable culturally to large
organisations. _

ANALYSIS II: MINOO SHROFF

An Expected Result
Minoo Shroff retired from Raymond and continues to be the company counsellor. He is also the chairman of
the Bombay Parsee Panchayat, president of the Forum of Free Enterprise and is on various company boards.

STRATEGICalliances have assumed
unusual importance in the country
with liberalisation and the concomi-
tant threat of more intense competi-
tion, both domestic and foreign, as

wellas the increased possibility of takeovers.
The takeover threat isheightened in the case
of companies where management equity
holding is thin, price/ earnings ratios below
averageand the market capitalisation low.
AlllancesAre Forged In Order To
• Expand marketshare by improving
quality, widening the product range and
product perception.
• Buy overcapacity of smaller units in the
same or related' business, augment pro-
duction base and marketshare, or achieve
cost-effectiveness through economies of
scale as well as by restricting competition.
• Upgrade technology to enhance qual-
ity, improve productivity and achieve
global competitiveness.
• Strengthen a company's technological,
financial and marketing base by offering a
substantial minority stake to a more re-
sourceful Indian partner, leaving the day-
to-day management intact.
• Enter into a technology transfer agree-
ment with a leading international player,
to improve quality as well as achieve im-
port substitution.
OrThey Are Forged With
• Aleading international company in a

related or similar line of business, to in-
duct new technology, products as well as
processes backed with managerial and
marketing support.

The checklist for this purpose could
broadly include the specific business
strengths (technology, market, functional
skills) that each partner has and which of
those elements is important for the ven-
ture's long- term success; which of the part-
ners will fill up the critical managerial
functions; and which is more able and will-
ing to invest in the alliance.

The size, financial resources and cul-
tural compatibility are some of the most
critical aspects. In the initial phase, the tech-
nology provider has the upper hand. Indian
partners that put their most capable man-
agers in the key functions of an alliance are
likely to see their strength grow even if they
start out as minority shareholders.

The ability to match the additional in-
vestment required over time is a key factor;
otherwise the stronger partner will swamp
the weaker one. An Indian company which
is quick at learning and internalising the
partner's capabilities is likely to soon be
even less dependent on the partner as the
alliance evolves.

But the collaborations that really last in-
volve two strong and complementary part-
ners who build on each other's strengths
rather than merely fill gaps. Alliances be-
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tween companies with an enormous gap in
size and financial resources often create se-
rious tensions, especially where the bigger
partner happens to be an MNC. The latter
are managed by professionals who are mo-
bile within and outside their corporations.

Consequently, personal relationships
built at the time of the alliance often do
not endure. In the MNC's game plan, the
peculiar conditions prevalent in the coun-
try, combined with the interest of local
partners, have a low weightage, compared
to overall international interests.

That is the reason why in many cases,
after the strategic alliance has matured,
MNCs desire and often push local partners
to giving them a majority stake. Having ac-
quired effective control of Indian opera-
tions, they feel more comfortable and al-
low greater access to their technology as
well as international brand names. This
also enables MNCs to hook the local ven-
ture into their international network.

The above considerations apply to
KFL.Allying with a leading foreign com-
pany that had a synergy with its business
was a good strategy, but the choice of part-
ner was most inappropriate. It was a mar-
riage of unequals. Reddy was naive in ac-
cepting at face value the exciting
prospects painted by US Foods and its as-
surance that the Indian brands would be
retained. This was also due to lack of expe-
rience in negotiating such a deal, and the
fact that Reddy did not seek mature and
professional advice.

Having succumbed to US Foods' offer
for a complete buyout of KFLin an attempt
to maximise returns to shareholders, Reddy
and Eapen should, therefore, have expected
what eventually happened. _


